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Swimming pool air handling units



We supply swimming pool air handling units that are suitable for all sizes of pool, including commercial or public indoor swimming pools. The units provide effective climate control to perfectly manage temperature and humidity, supplying clean, fresh and comforting air in the pool room or area. View our range of high quality swimming pool air handling units and speak to an expert today.
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Calorex Delta series – swimming pool air handling units




2-4-6-8-10-12-14-16



Incorporating hybrid heat pump and fresh air dehumidification technology, Delta units are ideal for commercial and public indoor pools.
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Dantherm DanX CF – air handling units




Swimming pool and commercial



The DanX CF is a very effective outdoor air dehumidification system with a highly efficient counter-flow heat exchanger.
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Dantherm DanX 1-2-3 XD – air handling units




Swimming pool and commercial



The DanX XD is a very effective ventilation system that uses outdoor air to provide dehumidification using a double heat exchanger that delivers up to a 95% heat recovery.
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Dantherm DanX XKS – air handling units




Swimming pool and commercial



The DanX XKS is a very effective outdoor air dehumidification system with highly efficient cross flow heat exchanger.
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Dantherm DanX 1-2-3 HP – air handling units




Swimming pool and commercial



The DanX HP air handling unit combines the strengths of a heat pump system with a system that dehumidifies using outdoor air.
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Dantherm DanX XWPS – air handling units




Swimming pool and commercial



The DanX XWPS air handling unit combines the best advantages of a heat pump and an outside air dehumidification system.
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Dantherm DanX XWPRS – air handling units




Swimming pool and commercial



The DanX XWPRS air handling unit combines the best advantages of a heat pump and an outside air dehumidification system.
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SET AFX 1 – swimming pool dehumidifiers




Swimming pool dehumidifiers



The AFX 1 dehumidifier range offers unsurpassed dehumidification and heat recovery performance using minimal energy.



















Why choose swimming pool air handling units?

Few environments benefit from comprehensive climate control as much as indoor swimming pools. This is because these wet indoor environments are particularly susceptible to high humidity, as hundreds of litres of water can evaporate from the surface of a pool every hour and linger in the air.

Without a sufficient ventilation system, there is nowhere for this water vapour to go, and conditions inside slowly deteriorate.

Not only does this prove unpleasant for staff and guests, but these unregulated atmospheres can also trigger allergies and asthma, irritate the eyes and skin of swimmers and spread airborne infections with greater ease.

A lack of comprehensive climate control also has the ability to damage and destroy the integrity of the pool hall itself. Chlorine-laden air corrodes metal. Large volumes of moisture seep into materials. Mould develops and spreads.

While swimming pool air handling units operate on the same principle as other industrial AHUs, there are notable differences in how this technology functions that make it optimally suited to withstand these harsh and demanding environments.

Firstly, as pool water is saturated with chlorine, our units use special corrosion-resistant coatings inside and out to ensure they can operate effectively for years to come.

Additionally, as the volume of moisture in the air at any one time can be significant, our specialist ventilation systems are designed specifically to handle large amounts of water vapour.

Maintaining the optimal conditions in a pool hall is often a very energy-intensive and expensive operation. To help keep operating costs as low as possible, our air handling units are designed to operate as efficiently as possible to maximise energy savings.

While these types of units are ideal for indoor swimming pool air handling, there is no one-size-fits-all solution when it comes to efficient climate control. When selecting a system for your scenario, it is crucial to consider factors, such as the outside conditions, the water temperature, the volume of guests, the size of the facility and the surface area of the indoor pool, to name a few.

If you would like to learn more about our range of effective and energy-saving swimming pool ventilation systems,
and how we can select the optimal unit for your scenario, get in touch with us today.













Swimming pool air handling units: Frequently Asked Questions










What are swimming pool air handling units?














Swimming pool air handling units are systems specifically designed to regulate the moisture that evaporates from pools every day, keeping indoor facilities ventilated with clean, dry air from outside. This process helps to control humidity, temperature and air quality. 











Why are swimming pool air handling units important?














Swimming pool air handlers create a healthy environment for people, protecting buildings and equipment against the threat of costly water damage.

Without a capable solution in place to manage every element of a pool’s indoor climate, air can become thick and moist, making it hard for swimmers and staff to breathe. Wet environments also allow mould and bacteria to thrive, jeopardising hygiene.

Unregulated moisture is also a serious problem for the structure of pool halls and other essential equipment, as water vapour causes metal to rust, wood to rot, and electronics to falter.











How do swimming pool air handling units work?














Pool air handling units work by replacing humid air from inside pool buildings with fresh clean air from outdoors. This keeps humidity and air quality controlled, preventing condensation from causing problems.

With the addition of heat recovery technology, our professional pool air handlers minimise heat loss, delivering excellent performance and energy-efficiency.











What are the benefits of using swimming pool air handling units?














Swimming pool air handlers keep moisture levels controlled, all while stabilising temperatures and improving air quality – vital to the wellbeing of staff, swimmers and the long-term health of pool halls.

At the same time, this equipment helps operators slash the environmental and financial cost of their operations.











Can swimming pool air handling units be customised for different pool sizes and environments?














Yes. With our extensive expertise as swimming pool specialists, we offer bespoke solutions that achieve unbeatable efficiency and effectiveness.

Reach out to our experts for a free consultation, and we will work to ensure you receive only the most fitting solutions for your pool building. 











Are swimming pool air handling units energy efficient?














Yes. By using one unit to control temperature, humidity and air quality at once, air handlers represent one of the most efficient ways of regulating the inside climate within pool facilities.

Pair that with technology tailored to meet the precise requirements of our clients – and our extensive experience and unwavering dedication to quality – our air handling solutions set the benchmark for sustainability worldwide.











Can I buy your swimming pool air handling units online?














For all of our swimming pool air handling units, VAT-registered companies can get a quote very quickly by pressing 'I want to buy' and inserting their enquiry and contact details. 

However, you cannot carry out the entire purchasing process on our website. This is because due to the solution you wish to purchase and your area of residence, you may or may not need to buy through a local Dantherm Group representative. We will facilitate this when you use the 'I want to buy' button for the air handler of your choice.











Can I bulk buy swimming pool air handling units for a large project?














Yes, we can fulfil bulk orders across our range of swimming pool air handling units for large, bespoke projects. Get in contact with our experts or go direct to your local Dantherm Group representative to discuss the exact needs of your project and how we can meet your requirements.











Can I speak to someone for technical advice to buy the right swimming pool air handling units?














At Dantherm Group, we pride ourselves on ensuring all solutions we supply are tailored to your precise needs. Our decades of experience and total control over the design and manufacture of our range of swimming pool air handling units means we can provide you with bespoke, technical advice to ensure you receive the most efficient, effective and sustainable solution. 

Reach out to our experts for a free, specialist consultation about your specifications so we can advise you on the most suitable solution.











What is your delivery time for swimming pool air handling units?














This depends. For some swimming pool air handling units, as well as their accessories and consumables, we offer day-to-day delivery. Larger or more complex orders will likely have a longer lead time.

For detailed information on when you can expect to receive the solutions you are interested in, please reach out to your local Dantherm Group representative.











Do you sell swimming pool air handling units to private individuals?














No. Dantherm Group swimming pool air handling units included on this website are sold only to industry professionals either directly or via our extensive network of suppliers.











Do you provide support, servicing and parts for these swimming pool air handling units?














Yes. We have dedicated offices, suppliers and servicing partners based across Europe to provide timely, ongoing support across our entire range of swimming pool air handling units. You can get in touch through our contact form and we will make sure your enquiry is handled by the office or service partner best suited to your needs.

We also have an extensive network of spare parts dealers throughout Europe, who are geared to provide you with a complete stock of spare parts for your solutions. We are committed to catering to your needs and getting you the required parts as quickly and easily as possible.










How can I become a supplier to sell your swimming pool air handling units?














If you would like to become a supplier of Dantherm Group swimming pool air handling units, please refer to our Supplier Code of Conduct. 

Get in touch with our team via email or over the phone if you have an enquiry, and we will get back to you at our earliest convenience. 
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An eco-friendly air handling solution for Tøyenbadet



How we can adapt our DanX units to meet our customers’ unique requirements.
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Is air handling missing from your indoor swimming pool?



Why is ventilation so important?
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6 must-know factors to install effective air handling units in public pools



Finding the ideal balance of air quality, climate control and cost-saving
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Reach out to an expert



Need help with choosing the right solution? Our team of over 100 climate control experts can assist.



































Sign up to our newsletter

Join more than 5,000 professionals and be among the first to receive the latest news and updates from the Dantherm Group.
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